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Abstract 
 

Industrial high-resolution X-ray computed tomography (CT) scanners have recently been installed at 

several sawmills worldwide for the description of roundwood interior features and external log shape. 

These CT scanners represent a technological advancement for sawmill businesses that open a way to 

higher volume and value yields and new production planning strategies. This paper will present an 

indicative study of innovative use of non-destructive CT log data in a Swedish softwood sawmill, linking 

high-quality information of the wood material along the wood-value chain. Sawn timber was observed 

throughout the sawmill process line, i.e. from the log yard through the sawmill process until grading after 

the timber was dried. Before sawing, the CT scanner scanned the logs and calculated knot measurements 

from the 3D CT log data of simulated value-optimized center yield. A corresponding set of knot 

measurements were later calculated from the camera-based grading of the dried timber. Only considering 

knots from the two sets of measurements, the sawn timber was automatically given a quality assessment 

based on CT data, by camera-based scanning data, and by manual visual grading for reference. Partial 

least squares regression was used to create prediction models by correlating the two sets of knot 

measurements with the automatically determined grade from the dry-sorting. The prediction models 

tested increased the grading consistency between the grading based on CT data of virtual planks and 

based on camera data of the same planks. Furthermore, a traceability algorithm was tested as a tool to 

generate large data sets for future studies. 
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Introduction 
 

Sawmills perform several quality assessments and product classifications along the entire sawline 

process—e.g. classifying the incoming logs (roundwood) by size, and the outgoing sawn timber by visual 

appearance or strength. A recent high-technological quality-assessment tool added to the sawline at Sävar 

Sawmill in northern Sweden is a high-resolution X-ray computed tomography (CT) scanner from 

Microtec (CT Log), which is used to create 3D CT images of the incoming logs. Giudiceandrea et al. 

(2011), and Longuetauda et al. (2012) presented both an overview and an insight in the difficulties and 

requirements of implementing an industrial CT-scanner in sawmills, capable of continuous high-speed 

operation, but also the potential benefits of increased value and volume yields. Fredriksson et al. (2017) 

presented a state of the art of the CT-scanning technology in the wood value chain, showing additional 

possibilities of using CT-scanner technology in modern sawmills apart from increased value and volume 

yields. Fredriksson (2014) calculated that fully utilizing CT-data of logs to determine optimal sawing 

parameters increased the value yield on average by 13% compared to sawing positioning based on outer 

shape only, and by 21% compared to the horns-down sawing position, based on 269 logs. 

 Once incoming logs to the sawmill have been CT-scanned, some algorithm is used to determine 

how the log should be sawn. In the case of Sävar sawmill, detected features, especially knot features, in 

the 3D CT-image of each log is used to determine optimal sawing conditions, i.e. a sawing pattern and 

positioning parameters. The detected features are projected onto sawn planks in the virtual 3D CT-image 

and are used to determine the grade and value of each plank. The grade and value are determined by rule-

based automatic grading (RBAG), following the grading standard Nordic Timber Grading Rules (NTGR) 

(Swedish Sawmill Managers Association 1994) used at Sävar sawmill. By testing a large number of 

possible sawing patterns and positioning parameters the intended optimal sawing conditions can be found. 

The sawing pattern and positioning parameters are then sent to the sawing system that cuts the logs as 

decided by the CT Log. 

After sawing and drying, the sawn timber is sorted at the sawmill’s dry-sorting station where the 

final grade of the sawn timber is determined. In the case of Sävar sawmill, this is done using a camera-

based automatic scanning and grading system called Boardmaster from Finscan. The Boardmaster uses 

cameras to detect features, e.g. knot features, cracks, wane, and so on, to determine the visual grade of 

each plank by RBAG in accordance with NTGR. The NTGR governs all possible wood features, but only 

knot features will be considered in this study, due to their importance to the final appearance grade and 

the difficulty of detecting and describing knot features in a concise way. 

The functionality of the CT Log when grading a virtual plank inside a scanned log is by design 

very similar to the visual grading of the same plank performed by the Boardmaster at the dry sorting 

station, i.e. the two systems use the same grading rules in their respective grading operations. The 

difference is that the CT Log compares a lot of different grading outcomes to find the best sawing 

conditions while the Boardmaster assigns the final grade. In theory, given identical input parameters from 

a single plank, the two systems should give the plank the same grade. However, in practice, the CT Log 

and the Boardmaster will never see the same identical plank as the virtual plank selected by the CT Log to 

be sawn is separated from the actual plank, as seen by the Boardmaster’s cameras, by the sawing process. 

The sawing process can introduce errors such as rotation or positioning errors during sawing, which 

becomes more difficult as the speed of the sawing increases. The separation between the virtual plank and 

the actual plank is made worse by possible detection errors. Longuetauda et al. (2012) presented an 

algorithm to detect knots in CT-images, as well as an overview of previous work regarding automatic 

knot detection using CT-imaging, showing an example of the difficulty of accurately describing knot 

features in CT-images. Using cameras to accurately describe plank features is no effortless task either for 

the Boardmaster. The differences between the virtual plank and the actual plank can result in a 

disagreement between the intended plank grade given by the CT Log and the grade assigned by the 

Boardmaster.  



The goal of this study was to utilize the high-quality information extracted by the CT Log when 

calculating the intended grade of a virtual plank in a 3D CT-image in a way that better agree with the 

grade assigned by the Boardmaster, as to minimize the effect of detection errors and errors during sawing 

on the final value yield. Furthermore, this study will investigate the use of a traceability algorithm of 

individual planks between the CT Log and the Boardmaster as a means to create large data sets in the 

future for similar studies where information from both the CT Log and Boardmaster is important. 

This study suggests the use of multivariate partial least-squares regression (PLS) models (Geladi 

and Kowalski 1986), similar to the ones used by Lycken and Oja (2006), Berglund et al. (2015), Olofsson 

et al. (2017, 2019a, 2019b), and in related studies by Broman (2000) and Breinig et al. (2015). PLS 

regression models have in previous studies been shown to be noise-resistant and capable of creating 

prediction (grading) models base on a large number of highly colinear variables using a relatively small 

number of observations. 

 

Materials and methods 
 
The material 

 

A total of 238 pieces of Scots pine (Pinus sylvestris L.) sawn timber was studied at Sävar sawmill in 

northern Sweden. The planks originated from logs that had previously been scanned using X-ray computed 

tomography by the CT Log, from Microtec (Anon 2019a), installed directly before the sawing system at 

Sävar sawmill. The CT Log fitted a sawing pattern with two 75x125 mm center-yield planks and calculated 

value-optimized rotational and positioning parameters to be used during the following cant sawing process. 

After drying the sawn timber to 18% moisture content, the material was scanned and graded at the dry-

sorting station by the camera-based and rule-based automatic grading (RBAG) system Boardmaster from 

Finscan (Anon 2019b). Manual grading of the material was also performed and throughout this study, only 

knot measurements were considered. 

 

PLS modeling 
 

The PLS modeling performed in this study, for both the CT Log and the Boardmaster, is very similar to 

PLS modeling performed by Wendel (2019), who presents a similar study to this one but with a different 

approach. Similar PLS modeling has been performed by the references at the end of the introduction, 

most notably by Olofsson et al. (2019a), Berglund et al. (2015), and Lycken and Oja (2006), where 

Olofsson et al. (2019a) includes a very detailed explanation of how this kind of PLS-based grading was 

implemented for sawn timber grading by a Boardmaster at Kåge sawmill (also a Boardmaster, using the 

same grading rules). Conceptually, the same process is performed here for the sawn timber grading by 

both the CT Log and Boardmaster and below follows a short description of the specifics about this 

implementation. For a more detailed description of a similar implementation, as well as performance 

evaluation by 5-fold cross-validation, see Olofsson et al. (2019a). 

 

Knot variables 

 

The aggregated knots variables used in this study, created by Wendel (2019), are 23 variables, detailed in 

Table 1, calculated in each of the 9 zones shown in Figure 1, for each of the 4 plank faces, resulting in 

23×4×9=828 variables. The 828 aggregated knot variables were calculated separately for both the CT Log 

and the Boardmaster, based on measurements from each system.  

 
  



Table 1—Description of the 23 aggregated knot-variables used in this study. Each X marks one variable with the 

corresponding description and knot-type. 

Variable description All knots Sound knots Dead knots 

Total number of knots X X X 

Number of knots per meter X X X 

Maximum size in longitudinal direction (mm) X X X 

Maximum size in axial direction (mm) X X X 

Mean size in longitudinal direction (mm) X X X 

Mean size in axial direction (mm) X X X 

Covered area (%) X X X 

The proportion of knots compared to all knots (%)  X X 

 

 
Figure 1—Zone partitioning of each plank. Each variable in Table 1 is calculated in each of the 9 zones shown. 

 

Grading 

 

Knot measurement data from both the CT Log and the Boardmaster was stored for each of the 238 planks. 

The grade of each virtual plank output by the CT Log—the intended sawing outcome grade—as well as the 

grade assigned to each plank by the Boardmaster was also stored. Manual grading of each plank was 

performed as a reference. Note that all grading was only based on knot features. Three different grades were 

used by each system and during the manual grading, called A, B, and C (Tabel 4, NTGR), where grade A 

represents a grade with few and small knots and high value and vice versa. Previous studies by Olofsson et 

al. (2019a), and Lycken and Oja (2006) estimated that approximately 100 planks per grade could be 

considered a minimum for training statistical grading models. To avoid underrepresenting the limiting 

number of 65 grade A planks (by manual grading) in a three-class classification problem, only the grades 

A and “other” were considered. In this study, the “other”-grade will be labeled grade B for a simple A vs 

B discussion, even though B here includes grade C. 

To associate the correct CT-grade and Boardmaster-grade given to each plank with the 

corresponding ID number, a fingerprinting-traceability algorithm was used (Möller 2019). The study by 

Möller (2019) was performed in parallel to this study on 154 of the planks. The traceability algorithm used 

in the study by Möller (2019), called CPF, projected all knots detected by the CT Log and by the 

Boardmaster onto two one-dimensional binary vectors, creating a vector visually would look like a sparse 

bar-code. This bar-code-vector was then used as a fingerprint to match 96% of the 154 planks between the 

CT Log and the Boardmaster. This algorithm was used in this study to match 92% of the 238 planks to 

indicate the possibilities of using such a traceability algorithm, but in practice, all matches were manually 

checked to keep the CT Log-Boardmaster matching 100% for this study. 

Both during the value-optimization process performed by the CT Log and during the final grading 

by the Boardmaster a customer-adapted implementation of the visual-appearance-grading-standard Nordic 

Timber Grading Rules (NTGR) (Swedish Sawmill Managers Association  1994) was used. This standard 

defines rules (limits) as the maximum number and size of plank features allowed in different grades. The 

standard defines rules for all types of wood features but this study will only use knot features, as knots are 

the main deciding factor that determines the visual grade of sawn timber. Knots are also of particular interest 

as a common belief in the sawmill industry is that customers tend to accept a few slightly larger than 

specified defects (knots) if the rest of the plank is better than the average of a particular grade (Berglund et 



al. 2015). The opposite is also true where customers might find a plank unsatisfactory if the overall 

appearance is not representative of a given grade, even though all features are within the specified limits. 

 

PLS model construction and testing procedure  

 

Two PLS models were created, called the CT-PLS model and the BM-PLS model for the CT Log and the 

Boardmaster, respectively. For each system, the corresponding set of aggregated knot variables were 

correlated to the A/B-grade determined by the Boardmaster by multivariate PLS regression. For the CT-

PLS model, this means that the aggregated knot-variables from the CT Log was correlated to the A/B-grade 

set by the Boardmaster by traditional RBAG. For the BM-PLS model, this means that the aggregated knot-

variables from the Boardmaster were correlated to the grade set by the Boardmaster by traditional RBAG. 

Once the two PLS-models were trained on the known data, the PLS models could be used to predict the 

grade of new planks with an unknown grade with some grading accuracy.  

The performance of each PLS model was evaluated by 5-fold cross-validation, where the PLS 

model was trained on four-fifths of the available data and tested on the remaining fifth, using the RBAG 

grade from the Boardmaster. This is done to test the performance of the PLS model on data it has not been 

trained on. This procedure is repeated five times and the cumulative prediction results on the entire data set 

are presented as the PLS model’s performance on this, limited, dataset.  

 
Results 
 

RBAG agreement comparison 
 

To establish a baseline for comparison, the RBAG performed by the CT Log and the Boardmaster are 

compared to manual grading in Table 2, and to each other in Table 3. 

 
Table 2—Misclassification table (confusion matrix) where the agreement of RBAG from both the Boardmaster 

(BM-RBAG) and the CT Log (CT-RBAG) is compared to manual grading, where the systems agree to 81% and 

79% with the manual grading. Do note the Discussion section, regarding the low grading accuracy of grade A 

planks, and how these grading outcomes should not be interpreted as actual grading outcomes. 

   BM-RBAG  CT-RBAG 

 M
a
n

u
a
l Grade Members A B Correct  A B Correct 

A 65 37 28 57%  24 41 37% 

B 173 17 156 90%  10 163 94% 

Total 238 54 184 81%  34 204 79% 

 

Table 3—Misclassification table (confusion matrix) where the agreement of RBAG from the Boardmaster (BM-

RBAG) is compared to the RBAG from the CT Log (CT-RBAG), showing a 77% agreement. Do note the 

Discussion section, regarding the low grading accuracy of grade A planks, and how these grading outcomes should 

not be interpreted as actual grading outcomes. 

   CT-RBAG 

 B
M

-R
B

A
G

 

 

Grade Members A B Correct 

A 54 17 37 31% 

B 184 17 163 91% 

Total 238 34 204 77% 

 



PLS-based grading agreement comparison 
 

The grading results of introducing PLS-based grading in the CT Log is shown in Table 4, where the grading 

results are compared to the RBAG of the Boardmaster. Introducing PLS-based grading in both the CT Log 

and the Boardmaster resulted in the grading agreement shown in Table 5, where the grading results of the 

CT-PLS model is compared to the BM-PLS model, which is then compared to manual grading. 

 
Table 4—Misclassification table (confusion matrix) where the agreement of RBAG from the Boardmaster (BM-

RBAG) is compared to PLS-based grading from the CT Log (CT-PLS), showing an 82% agreement. The prediction 

results of the CT-PLS model is the cumulative prediction result of 5-fold cross-validation. 

   CT-PLS 
 B

M
-R

B
A

G
 

 
Grade Members A B Correct 

A 54 41 13 76% 

B 184 30 155 84% 

Total 238 71 168 82% 

 
Table 5—Misclassification table (confusion matrix) where the agreement of PLS-based grading from the 

Boardmaster (BM-PLS) is compared to the PLS-based grading from the CT Log (CT-PLS), and to manual grading, 

showing an agreement of 83% and 82%, respectively. The prediction results of the PLS models are the cumulative 

prediction result of 5-fold cross-validation. 

   BM-PLS     BM-PLS 

C
T

-P
L

S
 

 

Grade Members A B Correct  

M
a
n

u
a
l 

Grade Members A B Correct 

A 70 54 16 77%  A 65 50 15 77% 

B 168 25 143 85%  B 173 29 144 83% 

Total 238 79 159 83%  Total 238 79 159 82% 

 
Discussion 
 

This study has shown indicative results that the grading accuracy of the quality assessment systems CT Log 

and Boardmaster are high at their respective quality assessment segments of the sawline at Sävar sawmill, 

with 79% and 81% (Table 2) agreement with manual grading, respectively. However, due to e.g. detection 

errors and machining errors their grade assessment only agrees to 77% (Table 3), which can lead to 

problems in a few ways: if the CT Log misclassifies the grade of virtual planks in 3D CT-images the 

scanned log might not be sawn in an otherwise optimal way; if the Boardmaster misclassifies the sawn 

timber at the dry sorting station there can either be a loss of value or an unsatisfied customer; if both the 

CT Log and the Boardmaster classifies sawn timber correctly, a machining error in the sawing process 

might still lead to a reduced grade; which in each case shows the desirability of higher agreement between 

these two systems. By introducing PLS-based grading in the CT Log, the grading agreement with the 

Boardmaster increased from 77% to 82% (Table 4), and by introducing PLS-based grading in the 

Boardmaster as well, the agreements continue to increase to 83% (Table 5), while at the same time 

increasing the grading agreement between the Boardmaster and manual grading from 81% (Table 2) to 82% 

(Table 5). A high grading agreement between the two systems minimizes the effect of detection errors and 

machining errors on the total value yield of the grading process.  

The results of this study are indicative for a few reasons. The small amount of available data 

limited the study to separate between two grades instead of three, and a combination of the two below 

described difficulties lowered the expected agreement between both the CT Log and the Boardmaster 



with the manual reference grade. Furthermore, the focus of this study was to maximize grading accuracy, 

which affects grading outcome. 

The limitation introduced in this study to use only knot features is outside normal operations for 

the sawmill which affects the grading outcome. Furthermore, the sawn timber used in this study had to be 

handled by trucks and conveyors more than usual due to repeated runs through the dry sorting station to 

ensure intended functionality. The extra handing introduced more scuffs, dust, and oil-stains on the planks 

than usual, which resulted in a lower agreement between the Boardmaster’s grading and the manual grade 

reference than expected. Möller (2019)—who developed the traceability algorithm used in this study, 

which involved partially the same material as in this study—showed in Figure 13 a set of planks that 

could be considered the worst-case scenario. 

During the CT-scanning and sawing process of this study, an error occurred with the positioning 

mechanisms in the sawing system. This caused approximately 9% of the planks to be sawn with a 

rotational error above 10°, which is much higher than during normal operation. This rotational error could 

change on which face of the planks the knots inside the logs appear, which resulted in a lower agreement 

between the CT Log’s grading and the manual grade reference than expected. 

 

Conclusions 
 

The indicative results of this study have shown that PLS-based grading increases the grading agreement 

compared to RBAG between the two grading systems CT Log and Boardmaster. This was achieved by 

introducing PLS-based grading in the CT Log, and by introducing PLS-based grading in the Boardmaster 

as well, the grading agreement between the two systems and the agreement between the Boardmaster and 

a manual reference grading either retained the same level of agreement or slightly increased it. 

 Each individual piece of sawn timber in this study required to be traced from the moment of the 

CT-scanning by the CT Log, throughout the entire sawline process, including drying, until the dry-sorting 

station where the Boardmaster scanned the same piece. This was done to 92% by a traceability algorithm 

and the remaining 8% was traced manually—showing the potential of creating similar studies like this one 

with the help of traceability algorithms. 

 Future studies should investigate the use of a traceability algorithm, like the one used in this study, 

to recreate this study on a new, larger, data set to further validate the findings made here. 
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